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A model calculation for the variation of the normalized potential against the normalized
position for a forward-biased, below 2 thermal voltage, high-low junction has been made
through numerical computations of Poisson’s equation. The model is oriented to a junction with
a sufficiently large doping difference between the two sides.

1. INTRODUCTlON

Poisson’s equation with the use of Boltzmann statistics
is a popular mathematical technique to study potential protiles in the surface region of a semiconductor step-junction
and high-low junction. l-3 The method usually yields an
approximate relationship among normalized position, potential, and normalized field.
An alternative model for a high-low junction under the
forward- biased condition, with a sufficiently large doping
difference between the two sides, will be presented in this
article to secure a new solution of Poisson’s equation. It is
assumed that across the n+ -n space charge region, a quasiequilibrium condition exists.4 The condition of charge
neutrality at the edges of the boundary will also be assumed to be maintained under the same condition.5 For an
abrupt nf -n junction with low level injection in the n
region, it can be seen that4

It has been pointed out by Gunn6 that the space charge
region of a high-low junction consists of two distinctly
different regions, viz., a depletion region on the heavily
doped side and an accumulation region on the lightly
doped side. Further, the potential difference across the depletion region is never greater than KT/q. Therefore the
total normalized potential difference, which is the difference between the normalized bulk potential and the normalized junction potential, can never have a value greater
than unity.6V’ For this reason, the present model is utilized
to study the potential profile in the highly doped side, i.e.,
the depletion region, controlled by the applied voltage and
the total normalized potential difference ( < 1). In the
lightly doped side, i.e., the accumulation region, the analyses are made for higher values of total normalized potential difference under biasing conditions.
Conventional analyses, similar to modeling of semiconductor step junctions and high-low junctions, are being
carried out to show the variation of normalized potential
with normalized position by choosing arbitrary values of
different parameters that occur in the derivation of the
solution of the Poisson equation. This has been compared
with a previous work.’
To investigate the connection of this analysis to physical reality, the expression for effective surface recombination velocity is deduced on the basis of the present model
(Appendix A). The variation of effective surface recombi2496
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nation velocity with the variation of dopant density is studied, the graphical presentation of which has been compared
with earlier works.gS’o

Il. SITUATION
JUNCTION

UNDER

FORWARD-BIASED

HIGH-LOW

Poisson’s equation of a high-low junction in equilibrium, where the left side is a highly doped n-type semiconductor, may be written as
&
z=-;

4

(ND--n),

(1)

where
le=T.lieXp

U=q$/KT=

U,
(EF-Et)/KT,

C$is the electrostatic potential, Et is the Fermi level energy
in the intrinsic semiconductor, EF is the Fermi level energy, ND is the ionized donor density, ni is the density of
holes and of electrons in the intrinsic semiconductor, and E
is the electrical permittivity.
Here, the effect of holes has been ignored and the donors are assumed to be completely ionized. The other symbols have their usual significance. The sketch of a n+ -n
junction along with its band structure is shown in (a) and
(b) of Fig. 1.
Poisson’s equation for the left side is given by
(2)
where U, and UBL are the normalized potential at an
arbitrary point on the left side and the normalized bulk
potential at the left side, respectively.
When ni is replaced by Ni, the nonequilibrium state of
the semiconductor under the forward-biased condition
would acquire virtually the state of an equilibrium
semiconductor,” where
Ni=

N$=+
NiR+~DLNDR
co&UHLl/2
4 sinh’ u,,

,

(3)

and UHL is the normalized total potential difference across
the transition region.
NDL and NDR are the donor densities at the left and
right sides of the n ’ -n junction as shown in Fig. 1. In
@ 1994 American Institute of Physics
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The primes are used to distinguish the values of the quantities in biasing conditions from their nonbiasing situation.
Thus, Eq. (2) under biasing conditions becomes

*z-w,+

x=0

X’W”

=&.

(a)

DI

[eWUL)--exp(U;SL)l,

(4)

where LDi= (EKT/QNi)
1’2 is the intrinsic Debye length
under biasing. Boundary conditions may be chosen as
NY;

ND,
I
I

ND

and

u;;+ u;,

ECR

dU;;
------do
dx

as x--W~+.

Thus

x=0
(b)
FIG. 1. Geometry and band diagrams of the stated high-low junction. (a)
Referential coordinates for the 12+--n junction. (b) Variations of donor
density, bottom of conduction band, and normalized potential U with
distance normal to interface.

deducing the expression of Ni for the high-low junction
with low injection in the n region, it is assumed that (i) the
quasi-Fermi level is constant in the space charge region
and (ii) the charge neutrality condition at the edges of the
boundary is present.
The relationship between UHL and applied biasing potential is given by
UHL=

us~-ldNDdNDd.

1
=Tzg

5
s u’st

[exp(U;;)--exp(U;3L)ldU;..

(5)

This yields
[exp( u)L) --exp( UkL)

--(Ui-UkL>exp(UiL)l.

(6)

The boundary conditions for the right side may be stated as
u;, + UiR

and

dU;,
+O as x+ W,.
dx

Here, U& and Vi are the normalized bulk potential and
normalized potential at an arbitrary point on the right side,
respectively. Poisson’s equation will remain unchanged in
form for this side also. Now,

Here, the junction has been specified as

=z

and the effective bulk potential before the onset of highlevel condition is considered to be
U;pL” UBL-- UJ2.

Lexp( uk> -exp( ub>
(7)

This yields
I
(8)

where U; is the normalized potential at the junction.
Since LDf = LD(cosh U&) 1’2, the equation for the normalized position from (8) is given by
x

pf=LD

1
fl

exp(UbR)+exp(-uU)BR)

l/2
(9)

d%,

exP(U~)-exp(U~R)-(U~-U)BR)exp(u~R)
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where LD is the extrinsic Debye length under biasing,
which is employed to reduce redundancy. In this presentation, all potentials in the n+ -n junction have been considered to be positive. Therefore,
U,,> UL> UJ
> U, > UBR. For brevity, as potential is decreasing in the
positive x direction, different potentials in Eq. (9) can be
transformed by the following relations:
up- ug=

w;,

and VR- U&G Wi,

where WiR is the effective normalized potential difference
on the right side, and Wk is the normalized potential difference between the remote end and an arbitrary point on
the right side. These relations reveal that Wk will also
decrease with X, but it will have positive values:
Wk=O

at x= W,

and
w; = u;, - U& = w;,

at

x=0.

Thus, for the accumulation region, Eq. (9) yields
X
-=-LD

l

w;R
J%

v2

exp( UhR) +exp( - UIENp)
( exp(U&R)Led

l/2

W$)- WX- 11

XdW;.

(10)

FIG. 2. Plots of normalized potentialversus normalized position at the
depletion region under biasing condition for different values of W&
(0.3,6.5,0.7,1.0), keeping U& = 22 in each case.

This becomes
X

-=

l+exp( -2U&&
exp(Wi)--W&--l

--

LD

l/2

dWh.

(11)
For the depletion region, in the left side, the transformation relation is chosen as Ub, - U;E WJL and U&
- Vi= WL, where W& and W), are the effective normalized potential difference on the left side, and the normalized potential difference between the remote end and an
arbitrary point in the left side, respectively. Thus, for the
depletion region, the expression for the normalized position becomes
1 +exp(

-

--2U’,L)

(12) for the depletion and accumulation regions, respectively. In this attempt, since the total potential drop on the
left side, i.e., heavily doped side, is less than unity, in Fig.
2 the variation of normalized potential with position are
studied in the depletion region for lower values of WiL
(=0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0). Here, the applied biasing UA=2
thermal voltage and normalized bulk potential Us,=23

l/2

exp(-Wi)+Wi-l

dW;;.
(12)

III. ANALYSIS

AND DISCUSSION

As routine analyses, which are generally followed in
device modeling or step-junction problems, an attempt has
been made to study the variation of normalized potential
under biasing ( W’) with normalized position (x/LD) by
choosing certain arbitrary values of different parameters.
Normalized bulk potential under biasing (U;l> is an
explicit function of applied voltage through Ni. It must
change due to biasing. But the normalized bulk potential
(U,) does not change with biasing. For an arbitrarily chosen fixed value of UB and applied voltage VA, the value of
Ul, may be considered as fixed. Under this circumstance,
variations of normalized potential versus normalized position may be studied. As a result, the graphs in Figs. 2-4 are
drawn based on numerical computation of E?qs.( 11) and
2498
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FIG. 3. Plots of normalized potential versus normalized position at the
accumulation region under biasing conditions for different values of
W;, (=5,8,1 l), keeping U,=8
in each case.
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FIG. 4. Variation of normalized potential with normalized position in the
accumulation region with different values of U;, and applied biasing
thermal voltage U,, , for fixed values of U,, and W;, .

are chosen arbitrarily. From the relation, it reveals that
identical graphs will be obtained when 17, =0 for some
other values of bulk potential. Obviously, the bulk potential under biasing condition changes. Therefore, the magnitude of normalized potential with normalized position
will be different for different values of bulk potential under
biasing. Though the junction is at x=0, the depletion region should be along the negative direction of the x axis.

But according to the transformation relations and as depicted in Fig. 2, the depletion sets may be taken along the
positive direction of the x axis.
Figure 3 shows the variation of normalized potential
with normalized position under biasing condition in the
accumulation region for higher values of WiR ( =5,8,11)
with an arbitrarily .chosen value”of applied biasing UA=2
thermal voltage. In Fig. 4, a set of graphs are drawn for the
given values of U,,= 8 and WiR = 8. The graphs almost
overlap for some chosen values of biasing and l& . Thus
it reveals that the value of Ul,, changes due to biasing. For
some different values of applied voltage and the values of
Ul,, , potential versus position curves yield nearly identical
nature of variation.
The present work has been compared in Fig. 5 with a
previous work’ to study the variation of normalized potential with normalized position at the depletion region under
identical conditions, i.e., unbiased conditions. The curve
(a) represents the results of the present analysis for U, = 0
and W;, = WJL = 1.0, keeping U,,=23, while the graph
(b), indicated by the thin dashed line is the result of numerical computation of the earlier work.’
To investigate the physical reality of this analysis, an
expression .for effective surface recombination velocity has
been deduced (Appendix A) on the basis of the present
model by incorporating the influences of (i) the built-in
field at the n+-n junction, (ii) the minority carrier recombination in the n+ region, and (iii) minority carrier
recombination in the space charge layer at the n+ -n junction. These are not fully considered in the works of earlier
authors.9P’2-‘4 The expression is given by (see Appendix)

0.2c
NDL

eXP[d$,-&)/KT]

1.46
+G
exp[dk-~b)/KTI

.

(AlO)

0.15

$
0.10

0.05

0

FIG. 5. Plots of normalized potential vs normalized position at the depletion region for VA=0 and WiL = WJL = 1.0, keeping U,,=23. The
graph (a) depicts the results of the present analysis, while graph (b),
indicated by the thin dashed line, is due to numerical computation made
from the work of Missous and Rhode&k (Ref. 8).
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The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (AlO) are
the contribution to S’,, in the n+ region. The first term
corresponds to the result of earlier works,9’12 arising only
due to the minority carrier recombination in the n+ region.
The second term occurs due to the hole concentration in
front of the n+ -n region, which is negligible in the n-base
region at lightly doped conditions. The last two terms together represent the total contribution of the minority carrier recombination to S’,, in the space charge layer. The
third and fourth terms arise out of recombination of holes
in the accumulation and depletion layers, respectively.
When the contribution of the influence stated in (iii) is
neglected, EJq. (AlO) will reduce to E?q. (22) of the earlier
work’ or to Eq. (12) of the earlier work.12 Thus, a comparison between the earlier work’ and the present work can
be made taking into consideration only the first term of IQ.
(AlO). From this perspective, in Fig. 6, a plot of effective
surface recombination velocity S,, versus impurity concentration in the heavily doped side NDL is drawn for some
S. S. De and A. K. Ghosh
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proaches the results of complete computational analysis of
the present work. But for relatively lower values of NDR,
the two results deviate considerably from each other. Thus,
NDR has a varying control over the variation of S,, with
NDL-

300

APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE SURFACE
RECOMBINATION
VELOCITY FOR THE n+--n
JUNCTION

For a high-low (nf -n) junction, the space charge
region has an accumulation layer on the n side, and a
depletion layer on the n+ side. The Poisson equations for
both the accumulation and depletion regions may be written as

g 1oa
c
E
2
z

mm 4c

g=;

WDR-n),
sn

2c

(AlI

4;~;;z=-$;(NDL--"),
10

where $(x) is the potential in the space charge region, and
NDL (NDR) is the impurity donor concentration in the
n+(n) regions. The electron concentration n(x) for the
stated two regions is given by

s

N DL i crqT3)
FIG. 6. Plots of S,, vs NDL for diierent values of NDR . The solid line (a)
represents the results of the present analysis, taking only the first term of
the right hand side of Eq. (AlO), whereas the results of Ram and Tyagi
are shown by the thin dashed line (b). (c) is drawn similar to (a) but
with some other value of N, . (d) and (e) are the results of complete
computational analysis of El. (AlO) for two different values of NDR . The
graphs (f) and (g), represented by the dotted lines, depict the results of
an earlier work (Ref. 10) for NDR= 1.2~ 10” cmW3and 5.5~ IO” cm-‘,
respectively.

tied values of impurity concentration of the lightly doped
side NDR . As such, the continuous graph [Fig. 6(a)] is
obtained as a result of numerical computation of Eq.
(AlO), taking only its first term from the right hand side.
The thin dashed line [Fig. 6(b)] indicates the earlier
work.’ This shows good agreement. Similarly, for a higher
value of NDR, the graph (c) is plotted depicting greater
dependence of S,, on NDR. The values of NDR are
1.2~10’~ cme3 for graphs (a) and (b) and 5.5x 10”
cms3 for graph (c), respectively. Curves (d) and (e) are
drawn from the complete computational analysis of Eq.
(AlO). In (d), the values of NDR are the same as chosen in
(a) and (b), whereas for (e) it is the same as in (c). The
graphs shown in Figs. 6(f) and 6(g), marked by dotted
lines, depict the results from a previous work” for
NDR= 1.2~ 10” cms3 and 5.5 x lOI cmV3, respectively. It
reveals that at higher values of impurity concentration of
the lightly doped side (NDR), the previous work” ap2500
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1
1

n(x)=NmeXP-& (+,-$) ,
I
j& (&T-~,+4)

(A21

,

where r& is the built-in potential barrier, and 9, is the
forward voltage drop across the n+ --n junction. Choosing
the junction to be at x=0 and the space charge region
edges at X = - W,+ and W, (Fig. l), the following
boundary conditions may be considered:
4(x)=0

at x= W,,

WI=-C&-&J
4Cx>=-#o
E=-g

E=O
E=Eo

d$

at XI---~+,
at x=0,
at x= w,,

at x=-WE+,
at x=0.

The expression of electric field E has been derived from Eq.
(Al). For both the regions, these are given by
S. S. De and A. K. Ghosh
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Jrsn=Jm+

Jnip -

At the farthest end of the depletion region, the hole recombination current density owing to the minority carrier recombination in the specified region may be obtained as
E=F(

-F

(A3)

[ (&--~n+~)

The expression of recombination current density can be
derived from the following current continuity equation for
holes in the space charge layer of a forward biased highlow (n+-n)
junction as
1 dJp
--=q dx

P(X)

where rpo is the effective minority
space charge region and p(x) =pl
p1 is the hole concentration at W,,
the recombination current density
r

carrier life time in the
exp( -q#/KT),
where
. Thus, Eqs. (A3) yield
Jr as

exp( -&/KT)
gpo

L48)

(Pz-pn+)coth

where DPn.+and Lp,,+ are the diffusion coefficient and the
diffusion length of holes, respectively, in the n+ region.
pn+ is the hole concentration at the n+ region. p2 is the hole
concentration at - W,+ , and W,+ is the thickness of the
n+ region. Total minority carrier recombination current
density, when pn is the hole concentration at the other
extreme end of the accumulation region, is given by

(A4)

rpo ’

J-_!E!i

qDpn+

J P" +=-Lpn+

dcj/dx

d@

(A5)

Using the assumed boundary conditions in Eq. (A5) for
the accumulation region and substituting the value of d$/
dx from Eqs. (A3) into Eq. (A5) along with the condition
4-4(KT/q)exp(
-qA/KT)
[exp(q+/KT)
- 11, one obtains the expression for recombination current density in
the accumulation region as
l/2
2KTE,
J,,= -=
r/4,
wa
7PC (8 NDR~~P(-&J'KT)
where rp is the minority carrier life time in the accumulation region. Similarly, the expression for recombination
current density in the depletion region may be obtained by
using appropriate boundary conditions in Eq. (A5) and
substituting the value of d#/dx from Eqs. (A3) into Eq.
(A5) with exp[q($b-&+$)/KTl] SO. It is given by
(A7)
where r-,,dis the minority carrier life time in the depletion
region. Thus, the total space charge recombination current
density
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The

combination

of

Eqs.

with
bW-(Ag)
S pn+, pt *pn, one
obtains the effective surface recombination velocity S,, as

pz= (NDR +pl )PI/NDL

and assumiwp2

NDRD~~+

wn+

seK=GLps+Coth

t-1LP”’

PI Dpn+
+=Lpnccoth

2f=%l

Nm

l/2

exP[q($,,-&MT]

1.46
+~~XPbh#whNKT]

.

(AlO)
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